Engaging in the unlawful and unauthorized use, sale, or distribution of copyrighted course materials, videos, or any content belonging to MADE EASY/NEXT IAS in any physical or digital form is considered a criminal act and subject to punishment under multiple provisions of the Indian Penal Code 1860, the IT Act 2000, and the Copyright & Trademark Act, particularly Sections 63, 65, 103, and 104.

Hon’ble High Courts across different states have issued stringent directives to curb and halt piracy activities. MADE EASY/NEXT IAS has undertaken numerous sting operations in collaboration with State Police, CERT, Cyber Cell, and other government vigilance agencies to deter the unlawful utilization of copyrighted content.

Be aware that engaging in illegal activities on platforms such as Telegram, WhatsApp, Instagram, or any other social media platform or website, including server hacks, VPN usage, and data cloning, can be traced by cyber cells. MADE EASY has established a dedicated cyber security wing to monitor every user and every activity on our Website, App, Telegram, Facebook, and all the user related details; such as mobile numbers, email addresses, IP/VPN addresses, and transactions are instantly logged by our security surveillance platforms. Numerous individuals have been apprehended and prosecuted through the joint efforts of the MADE EASY cyber security wing and government cyber agencies.

"Ethics and Moral Values" is included in the syllabi of various competitive exams such as UPSC-CSE, ESE, SSC, Banking, State Public Services Commissions, NDA etc. Irony is that, most of the people who fall prey into these illegal activities are aspirants of these above mentioned prestigious competitive exams. We urge all the aspirants to refrain using the content obtained from these illegal sources.

Together we can make a BIG difference !!!

Kindly report if you come across any piracy related activities.
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